
Lumio Pear Deck Nearpod

Price
Starts at $59 USD per

educator annually.

Individual Premium
subscriptions cost $149

USD per educator
annually.

Starts at $159 USD and
goes as high as $397 per

educator annually.

Free-form group
workspaces

Educators can turn ANY
lesson page into a free-

form workspace for
groups or the whole
class. Teachers can

track all contributions.

Does not offer any shared
workspaces for free-form

student collaboration

Does not offer any shared
workspaces for free-form

student collaboration.

Individual
contributions in
digital handouts

Students can contribute
to digital handouts with

ink, text, shapes and
lines, web and video

links, and safe-searched
online images.

Students can contribute
to handouts by

responding to a question
(with text, multiple

choice, or number), using
ink to draw, or dragging

an item on a page,
depending on the activity

type.

Students are limited in
the ways that they can
interact with content or

respond to polling
questions depending on

the activity type.

Game-based
activities

Educators can
customize 12 different

game-based activities,
including favorites like

Monster Quiz and Match
‘Em Up!

Does not offer game-
based activities.

With only 3 options,
educators can create

quick activities with Time
to Climb, Matching Pairs,

and Draw It.
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engageLumio offers more ways to

LEARNINGLIGHT UP

learn how to Savecosts and simplifyyour tech approachwith a tool thatlets you do it all!



With Lumio, we’re able to lean into
our district’s goal of leading with
students at the forefront of
education. And that’s how it
should be. 

Diane H.
Supervisor of Instructional Technology

Lumio is a web-based learning platform
that offers more ways to effortlessly
make learning fun and engaging on
student devices.  

Encourage student participation
through interactive content on their
devices with tools like instant
brainstorming, collaborative
workspaces, and game-based
activities. 

Increased Impact from 
student devices

Administrators can securely
manage shared resources for the
whole school or district to help
strengthen instructional consistency
across grade levels, subjects, and
more. 

Instructional consistency
and efficient workflows

Amplifies best
teaching practices
Designed to support proven
strategies to increase student
engagement and collaboration,
provide insight into learning, and
make learning more accessible. 

Simple and smooth
deployments
Seamlessly works with the tools
teachers and schools have already
invested in and use. 
Automatically and securely
provision teachers using lists from
Google, Microsoft, or ClassLink
through OneRoster platforms.

What iS LUMIO? School and district plans starting
at $59 USD per educator.

Explore plan options at
golumio.com/pricing

youFIND THE RIGHT
PLAN
FOR


